Dunlop Diving Suits
For a quarter of a century or more, Dunlop Rubber Company remained a leading designer
and manufacturer of suits for military and commercial divers.
The company showed greater reluctance, however, when it came to the supply of the postwar recreational diving market, believing that little or no demand existed for subaqua gear
among the general population during peacetime. Although the Dunlop Sports Company
later relented, introducing the Aquafort underwater swimming equipment range, including
wet and dry suits, the line was discontinued after a while.
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The picture on the left illustrates an experimental moulded rubber
and stockinette 2-piece diving suit manufactured by Dunlop
Special Products. “The Dunlop frogman suit is an excellent elastic
tight fitting suit, but it has the disadvantage that a dresser is
necessary. (...)The suit has a neck entry of only 4-ins. diameter,
which has to be stretched so that it can be pulled up round the
diver. (...) The same firm will shortly be placing a similar suit on
the market, but in two piece form with the usual skirts”
(Hampton, 1955).



In 1957 Peter Small, co-founder of the British Sub-Aqua Club
(BSAC), described a Dunlop 2-piece suit, latest on the market, as
“rubber/stockinette, the bootees are an integral part of the suit,
but the hood is optional. A refinement is that the neck seal is
marked with concentric rings, graduated according to collar size,
so that you can trim it to fit your neck. It costs £15 7s 6d, without
the hood, £16 6s 6d with hood;the same models in all-rubber
cost £11 17s and £13 2, 6d respectively”(Small, 1957).



In 1997, diver Steve Metcalfe’
s message “Ancient Fashion”
appeared online. “While helping tidying up after my son's school
jumble sale”, he wrote, “I came across a bag containing what
looked like an old wet suit. On closer examination it revealed an
old dry suit, By old I mean VERY OLD! Aquafort is the name on
the suit, I suspect that it may be of Canadian origin since the bag
of French chalk with it had a Canadian suppliers address on it. It
is in two parts with a latex fold over seal at the waist and is made
of non reinforced rubber and has an integral dry hood with foam
pads over the ears. Although it looks it good condition and has
been kept dusted with French chalk I don't think that it will
replace my existing Polar Bear.”(Metcalfe, 1997)



Diver Tony Moore posted the following description of an early
Dunlop dry suit with a shoulder zip: “In 1961-ish I owned a
Dunlop 'Z' type dry suit. If it wasn't the first zipped suit in the
world, it was certainly an early 'zip across the shoulders' style.
Present day zips look identical to my old one;in fact, the suit
would not look out of place on a dive today apart from its lack of
pressurisation and venting. Greater cylinder air capacity with its
potential for deeper and longer dives made dry suit pressurisation
a must.”(Moore, n.d.)
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Two-piece Dry Diving Dress made by the Dunlop Rubber Company’s General Rubber Goods Division

One-piece Dry Diving Dress made by the Dunlop Rubber Company’s General Rubber Goods Division

Size chart for one-piece Dunlop Rubber Company’s General Rubber Goods Division Dry Diving Dress

A high visibility yellow wet suit in Dunlop Sports Company’s Aquafort range of underwater equipment

The fish insignia in the image above can also be
seen on the yellow wetsuit that was once part of
the Dunlop Aquafort range.

The suit above is identified in another location,
since deleted, as a Dunlop Aquafort dry suit

Subacquea Ieri e Oggi di Stefania Bisi, http://www.sharksclub.it/storia/

A vintage Dunlop suit, illustrated below, appeared on eBay recently.

